
The PADA must…

 Receive you in a quick time:  Because the European directive says that
the administration must register your asylum application within 3 days!

 Inform you of the asylum application in your language, including the
DUBLIN procedure 

 Take your appointment at the prefecture

 Take the necessary passport photos

 Provide you with domiciliation to receive important mail 

 Tell the OFII if you are a vulnerable person to accelerate assistance:  If
you are a minor, a person with a disability, an elderly person, a pregnant
woman,  a  single  parent  with  minor  children,  a  victim  of  human
trafficking,  suffering  from  serious  diseases,  mental  disorders  or  have
suffered torture, rape or sexual mutilation...

 Provide you with social support
This includes : Health insurance coverage, follow your accommodation in
the CADA or 115, send your children to school, help to re-establish your
rights to ADA, ask the OFII to finance the train to go to OFPRA, finance
the bus to the accommodation centre....

 Complete OFPRA dossier with you including the asylum story 

 Help you to request a free lawyer to make the appeal to the CNDA

 Inform you about your rights after the final refusal of asylum

The Platform is the only one authorized to carry out these missions
as specified in the law. Not the independent associations!

The PADA must not…

 Shorten the duration of the 1st appointment: it should last about 1 hour

 Make appointments too late at the prefecture:  Because European law
gives the administration 3 days to register your asylum application

 Ask you to write the asylum story on your own 

 Make mistakes when writing names in your dossier

 Tell you to go to associations for accommodation: Accomodation by the
OFII is the law, even for people in Dublin procedure: in a CADA if you have
a  "normal  procedure",  or  in  an  emergency  centre  for  asylum  seekers
(better than 115). The State must open new accommodation!

 Deliver late your mail 

Important! For people who apply for asylum after 18 months of DUBLIN, the
OFII  must examine the files on a case-by-case basis  to decide whether to
restore the ADA, taking into account your vulnerability.

The living conditions of asylum seekers are difficult. 
The collective El Manba supports asylum-seekers, let's fight together

to demand respect for rights and a decent life in Marseille. 

For more information: 

EL MANBA
8 rue Barbaroux (métro Réformés)

every Monday at 6pm
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